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SERMIS Main MenuSERMIS Main Menu

                              From the SERMIS main menu screen we select the Rework button.
 
   The Rework Subsystem provides a method of tracking all pertinent information 
required to manage in-use items of support equipment that are undergoing depot 
rework. The following are the five major functions of the Rework Subsystem - 
Establish and maintain Allocation of rework funds; Establish and maintain Capability 
data; Schedule items for rework; Maintain status of items due to, or, in rework; and 
Completion of items in rework.
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Rework Main Menu - AllocationRework Main Menu - Allocation

Rework queries perform the following functions:

   Provide allocation information to aid in tracking funds;   Provide capability data information;   
Provide information on items pending scheduling to rework;   Provide information on the status 
of items due to, or, in rework;   Provide information on items completed in rework; and   
Provide rework history information.

   The Rework subsystem also has a main menu that is broken down into five categories 
(Figure-04): Allocation,   Capability,   Scheduling,   Maintenance, and   Completions.  As the 
user clicks on each category, all available forms will appear.  Unavailable forms will be grayed 
out.  The user can also navigate through each category by using the tab and back tab key.
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SECA Allocated HoursSECA Allocated Hours

   This process will allow the user to query the rework funds allocated to a specific 
Depot for each SECA.  Data given is for a specific fiscal year/fiscal quarter, or if the 
fiscal quarter is omitted a summary for the fiscal year will be displayed.  This form 
only allows the access to FISCAL YEAR, FISCAL QUARTER, Depot CODE, and SECA 
CODE fields.  For Depot users, their Depot code is automatically entered, and can 
not be changed if they are only associated with one Depot.  For SECA users, their 
SECA is populated upon entering the form and will allow the user to view allocations 
for all SECAs. The Repair/Field Team will be highlighted if no NIF rate exist for the 
depot, fiscal year and funding type.

Required Entries:  Fiscal 
Year

Optional Entries:   Fiscal 
Quarter

Depot Code (if not 
already entered) – 
Required for SECA users
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DEPOT Hours AllocationDEPOT Hours Allocation

   SECA Code (if not already entered) This process provides a balance of funds for each 
funding type and status. For SECA users, the organization code will be filled in based on the 
user’s organization.  If a SECA user does not specify a depot, all depots will be selected.  
Users that aren’t a SECA or Depot can view data for all organizations.  If these users do not 
specify a depot, all depots will be selected.  Depot users can view data for all organizations 
but only for the depot code to which they are associated.  If any user selects more than one 
quarter of funding information, data will be displayed in fiscal quarter sequence and will 
include summary information for all quarters selected via a Summary button.  The Control 
Numbers button provides a list of all control numbers that make up the listed expenditures.

Required Entries:   
None

Optional Entries:    
Depot Type

Depot (if not 
already entered)

SECA (If not 
already entered)

Fiscal Year

Beg FQ

End FQ
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Allocated Depot ExpendituresAllocated Depot Expenditures

This process provides the hour expenditures for the depot entered. 

Required Entries:   
None

Optional Entries:    
Depot Type

Depot (if not 
already entered)

SECA (If not already 
entered)

Fiscal Year

Beg FQ

End FQ
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REWORK SECA Allocation UpdateREWORK SECA Allocation Update

    This process allows the allocation of initial and additional funds to the 
organizations, or the query of existing allocations.  Funds may be added or 
changed at any of three levels: total for quarter for all organizations; total for 
quarter for individual organization; and amount by funding type for an 
organization.  Organization total may also be entered as a percentage of the total 
for all organizations.  Queries may be by quarter or a summary for the year.  
Funding is entered and displayed separately for commercial and organic depots.  
The Depot Allocation Update button will display a screen, based on the 
highlighted SECA, that will display the allocation to each depot.

Required Entries:  

Depot Type

Fiscal Year (FY)

Optional Entries:   

Fiscal Quarter (FQ)
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REWORK Depot Allocation REWORK Depot Allocation 
UpdatesUpdates

   This process allows the allocation of funds for the SECA by Depot, by funding type. 
The allocations for each Depot may be adjusted throughout the year. Totals across 
the top are allocations to the SECA(s) by funding type. The totals across the bottom 
are the total of what has been allocated from the SECA(s) to the Depot for each 
funding type. Queries may be by quarter, or summary for a year. Queries may be for 
a specific SECA, or summary of all SECA. Funding is entered and displayed 
separately for commercial and organic.  The Funds Realignment Update button 
allows the user to query/update funds based on the role that they have assigned.

Required Entries: 

Depot type

Fiscal Year (FY)

Optional entries:    

Fiscal Quarter (FQ)

SECA
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Depot Allocation UpdatesDepot Allocation Updates

Required Entries:  

Depot type

Fiscal Year (FY)

Optional entries:   
 

Fiscal Quarter 
(FQ)

SECA
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Allocation RealignmentAllocation Realignment

     This process will allow the user to add, subtract, and transfer rework funding 
between fiscal quarters, SECA, DEPOT, and funding types.  SECA users have 
authority only for themselves. SECA users cannot add nor delete funding; they can 
only transfer funding and only within the same fiscal year, Depot and SECA.  

Required Entries:  

Fiscal Year (FY)

Fiscal Quarter

SECA (If not 
already entered)

Depot (If not 
already entered)

Funding Type

Optional entries:   
 

None
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    The capability process provides NAVAIR Headquarters and the depots with a 
means to establish capability at organic and commercial depots.  For organic depots, 
it also provides a means to establish interim capability.

Rework Main Menu - CapabilityRework Main Menu - Capability
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Depot ProfilesDepot Profiles

   This process provides a means to query, add, and update depot information.  All 
users can perform queries with this form and print reports.  Maintenance, 
Headquarters, and the Rework Manager can add new depots or enter a deletion 
date on an existing depot.

   Depot users will only be able to update authorized depot codes associated with 
their user ID and will be able to see only those NIF rates.  Depots and NADOC, with 
update authority, will be able update the address, phone number, and e-mail 
information as well as add and remove point of contact data. Point of contact 
users must be associated with the depot.
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Depot Capability UpdateDepot Capability Update

   The depot capability process will allow the user the ability to modify an 
assigned capability.  The user will be allowed to enter a NIIN and a depot to 
perform a query.  This form will return any capability that has been established 
for a source data NIIN.  Depots will only be able to add, delete, or change the 
capability assigned to the depot that they are associated with.
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NIIN CapabilityNIIN Capability

    The NIIN Capability process will allow all users to query the current capability of 
a specific NIIN.  This process will also allow NAVAIR Headquarters to update the 
NIIN remarks and NATEC remarks.  The remarks Tabs are hidden until a query is 
performed on a specific NIIN.  Double clicking on the depot or NIIN will pass the 
user off to the ADDCAP form.

Required Entries:  
NIIN

Optional Entries:   
None
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Copy Depot CapabilityCopy Depot Capability

     The copy depot capability process will allow NAVAIR Headquarters to copy 
capability from one depot to another, or to customize a particular depots capability.  
A query on the selected Depot to copy must be performed.  This will display all 
NIINs for which the selected Depot has an established capability.  The list can then 
be tailored by deleting those NIINs that are not required for the new Depot.

Required 
Entries:  Depot
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REPAIR/Non-Repairable ReportREPAIR/Non-Repairable Report

 This process, when 
combined, will allow the 
user to select the depot 
repair capability report or 
the depot repair no 
capability report.

    The “Depot Repair Capability” 
report will provide a list of all repair 
capable NIIN(s) given a selected 
depot or all depots.  The “Depot 
Repair No Capability” report will 
provide a list of all NIIN(s) with COG 
codes of 6RX, 2VX, and 6M for which 
there is no capability.
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Capability ReportCapability Report

    The user will have the option to enter a capability code and/or depot.  If no 
specific capability code is selected or no specific depot code is selected this report 
will produce a list of all NIIN(s) that have any capability at any valid depot.  Valid 
Capability Codes are:  FULLY CAPABLE, END ASSEMBLY REQUIRED, HELD FOR TECH 
DATA , and OBSOLETE.

Required Entries:  
None
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Rework Main Menu - SchedulingRework Main Menu - Scheduling
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Pending/Unfunded ItemsPending/Unfunded Items

   This process will provide the user with a way to query scheduled items that are in 
a pending scheduling or unfunded status.  For pending scheduling items, users will 
be able to update the requesting activity or will be able to delete pending scheduling 
items.

Required Entries:  
Scheduling Status

Optional Entries:   
SECA

Requesting AAI

Fiscal Year

Quarter

Depot

Funding Type

NIIN
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A-Stock ListA-Stock List

   Upon entry this FORM will list all NIIN's and their on-hand quantity at NAVICP for 
which there is a Depot capability.  Only NIIN's that have a COG value of '2V' or 6R' 
with a MCC value of 'X' or COG value of '6M' with a MCC value of SPACE, and an A-
STOCK-QTY greater than zero are displayed.  The user can query on a single NIIN or 
can search for a particular NIIN in the list.  If there is no inventory for the requested 
NIIN the user will receive a “NIIN not found” error message.

Required 
Entries:  None

Optional 
Entries:   NIIN
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Scheduling TransactionScheduling Transaction

    This process provides the ability to schedule an item into Rework.  After entering 
the required data and performing a query, the process will determine whether to 
display the Non-Field Team form or the Field Team form.  If the user does not have the 
proper user authority they will not be able to update fields and the fields will not be 
enabled or navigable. 

    

Required Entries for Query 
:  Funding Type

Requesting AAI (This field 
will automatically 
populate the AAI name 
and SECA.)

 FY/FQ  (Defaulted to 
current.)

 NIIN
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Scheduling Transaction Cont’dScheduling Transaction Cont’d

    The Schedule Priority Code is used to determine the Workload Priority Code and 
the Force Activity Designator (FAD) for the scheduled items. The Schedule Priority 
Code is converted depending on the funding type of the item being scheduled.  
Before a control number can be assigned the user MUST enter Schedule State 
(Schedule, Pend, Unfund).  If there is ‘A’ stock for the item, Pend and Unfund are the 
only States that can be accepted.  The Depots across the bottom indicate the depots 
that can repair the item.  If the depot is Red it means that 1 or more elements are not 
in place.  ie. Allocation for the SECA/FY/FQ is not in place.  If the depot is Green then 
all elements are in place and the item can be scheduled to that depot.  Double 
clicking on the Red depot or selecting the ‘?’  will display the missing elements for 
the selected depot.  After selecting a depot, the Workload standard will be filled in.  A 
Schedule State must be selected (Schedule, Pend, Unfund) before the record can be 
committed to the database.
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Scheduling AuthorityScheduling Authority
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Supplemental Shipping ReportSupplemental Shipping Report
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Supplemental Receiving ReportSupplemental Receiving Report
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Pending/Unfunded ReportPending/Unfunded Report
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Rework Main Menu - Rework Main Menu - 
MaintenanceMaintenance
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This process combined the functionality of ACTSTAT, NIINSTAT, OWNAAI, REQAAI and 
will allow the user to select from a variety of input choices that will display rework 
record information based on the selected criteria. Results can be sorted on Control 
Number, NIIN, SECA, Depot or Status.

Required Entries:  

None

Optional Entries:    

Fiscal Year 

Beg FQ

End FQ

SECA 

Requesting AAI

Owning AAI

Depot Type

Depot

Funding Type

NIIN

Status

Conditioned 
Returned

Control Number Cross ReferenceControl Number Cross Reference
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Awaiting/Receipt/InductionAwaiting/Receipt/Induction

   This process combined the functionality of AWTIND and AWTRCPT and will allow 
all users to query and to review scheduled items that have not been received at 
the depot and those items that have been received but have not been inducted at 
the depot.

Required Entries:  

Awaiting Receipt

Awaiting 
Induction

Optional Entries :  

Depot

SECA

Requesting AAI

FY

FQ

Funding Type

NIIN
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Reschedule Control NumberReschedule Control Number

   This process provides the user with the ability to change the control number of a 
specific item of support equipment in the rework process if the control number has 
not been inducted within the fiscal year that it was scheduled.

Required Entries:  

None

Optional Entries:   

Old Control 
Number

Depot

Funding Type

SECA

Requesting AAI

Owning AAI
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Control Number UpdateControl Number Update

    This process will allow NAVAIR Headquarters, SECA(s), Depots and Maintenance 
Users the ability to view the status of a control number, and perform the necessary 
updates as it progresses through its rework. There are two types of control 
numbers, Repair and Field Team.  If the user is coming to this form from Control 
Number Cross Reference, Awaiting Receipt/Induction, SECA Exam & Eval Approval 
or Scheduling Transaction the form will automatically query.

    The Delays, Inventory and Remarks tabs for this item are shown on the next 
page.

Required Entries:  
None

Optional Entries :  
Control Number

Depot

NIIN

Funding Type

SECA

Fiscal Year

Req AAI

Fiscal Quarter

Owning AAI

Status
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Delays Tab

Remarks Tab

Inventory Tab

Control Number Update Cont’dControl Number Update Cont’d
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SECA Exam & Evaluation SECA Exam & Evaluation 
ApprovalApproval

    This process will allow the SECA to review repair items that had E&E completed 
on them within the last 24 hours.  The SECA may approve or disapprove a control 
number by selecting the appropriate choice from the Approval Indicator field.  The 
process will pass off to the Control Number Update screen.  If the SECA approves 
the E&E the control number is updated immediately.  If the SECA disapproved an 
E&E for a control number the update will occur during a nightly batch process.  
This will complete the item in SERMIS and the DEPOT will be paid for Examination 
and Evaluation (E&E).  After 24 hours, all remaining items will become approved at 
the DEPOT.

Required Entries:  
SECA (If not 
already entered)
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Control Number DeleteControl Number Delete

    This process allows NAVAIR HQ or the SECA(s) to Query and Delete Control 
Numbers that are in a Schedule status. If a Delete transaction is requested, the 
process will edit and validate all data, which may take a few moments.  Once the 
screen has returned to its normal state you MUST to a commit for the delete to be 
applied to the database.

Required 
Entries:  None

Optional 
Entries:   FY/FQ

Req AAI

NIIN

Depot

Funding Type
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Overdue for Receipt ReportOverdue for Receipt Report

  This process will 
allow the user to 
select a report 
containing control 
numbers overdue for 
receipt, induction, or 
completion by a 
given number of 
days for the 
requested depot or 
organization.

Required Entries:  

Overdue from Date (Default is current)

Days overdue (Default is 90)

Sort Sequence (Default is Control 
Number)

Report Type (Default is Overdue for 
Receipt)

Optional Entries:   

Depot

SECA
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Rework Main Menu - Rework Main Menu - 
CompletionsCompletions
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Historical NIIN RequirementsHistorical NIIN Requirements

   This screen will return with Repair and Field Team statistics for each fiscal year 
requested. The Total items completed and the Average costs will be listed for both 
Field Team and Repair items for each year. These years are then summarized and 
displayed as Item Summary and Item Average. The Final items and Final Average are 
a combination of both Repair and Field Teams.

Required Entries:  
Beginning Fiscal Year

NIIN

Optional Entries:   
Ending Fiscal Year 
(will default to 
Beginning FY if left 
blank)
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History ReportHistory Report

    The History Report is 
printed in 2 formats 
which are determined by 
the Sort sequence 
selected by the 
requestor.  One is in NIIN 
order and the other is in 
depot order and then the 
NIIN(s) are sorted under 
each depot.

Required Entries:  

Beginning FY (Default is 
current)

Beginning FQ (Default is 
current)

Sort Sequence (Default is 
NIIN)

Optional Entries:   

Depot

SECA

Condition Returned
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Completions ReportCompletions Report

   This process allows the 
user to request a report 
containing all rework 
items that are in a 
completed status which 
match the selected 
criteria.

Required Entries: 

Beg FY/FQ (Default is Current)

End FY/FQ (Default is Current)

Depot

Funding Type (Default is Both)

Report Type (Default is 
Avionics & Non-Avionics)

Optional Entries:    

NIIN

Condition Returned

Exceed projected TAT
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Expended Hours ReportExpended Hours Report

   The Expended Hours process will select all items that had hours expended, or 
hours applied to the Allocation record. It provides a detailed report of the hours 
expended by Funding Type, Organization, and DRP Code to be used in the tracking 
of Organizational funding. The User can also request a Summary Report, which 
provides a Summary by Funding type and SECA.

Required Entries:   

Type of Report

Sort Sequence

Funding Type

Beginning FY/FQ

Ending FY/FQ

Optional Entries:    

Depot

SECA

Requesting AAI
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Activity Completions ReportActivity Completions Report

    This report will give a list of NIIN(s) and Total Item Cost for each NIIN and 
give totals on Expended dollars and number of items for all or a specified AAI.

Required Entries:   

Fiscal Year (Default 
is current)

Beg FQ (Default is 1)

End FQ (Default is 4)

Optional Entries:    
Requesting AAI
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